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1. The financing of religions in works that are mainly historical in method and perspective.

2. The relationship between religion and economy with regard to a culture theory.
   Examines, for instance, how religious beliefs and economic behaviour are a component of the mentality that influences a culture; how modernity and capitalism can be intertwined or how economic metaphors are employed in religious language. Many works from economics of anthropology but also from history of economic culture and general sociology.

3. Economic theories as a subject of the study of religion (literature on leadership, management on consumerism, the market or communism as religion; the topic of religious economies).

4. Economic theories as a model of the study of religion.
   \begin{enumerate}
   \item[4.1] Macro- or Microeconomics in general (e.g. Macroeconomics: religion and economic growth; Microeconomics: Financing, process management etc.)
   \item[4.2] Neo-classical Paradigm, Rational Choice Economics of Religion, Sociological Market theory (e.g. G. Becker, R. Stark, W.S. Bainbridge, R. Finke, L. Iannaccone, M. McBride)
   \item[4.3] Behavioral Economics and Game Theory
   \item[4.4] Neo-Institutionalist Theory (from sociological, political science or economic perspective)
   \item[4.5] Economic Sociology in a narrower sense
   \end{enumerate}
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Alles, Gregory. “Speculating on the Eschaton: An Economic Re-Reading of Harvey Whitehouse’s Inside the Cult.” *Method and Theory in the Study of Religion* 16 (2004): 266-291. [4.3, very innovative application of behavioral economics to an apocalyptic group. With the example of the Pomio Kivung of Harvey Whitehouse’s field study on an apocalyptic splinter group Alles alleges insights on intertemporal choice, risk management and evaluation and fallacies like the sunk-cost-fallacy. With this background Alles heavily and humourously critics the theory of religion by Whitehouse with its two modes of religiosity and substitutes it by plausibilities drawn from behavioral economy.]


Appilbaum, Kalman. “The Anthropology of Markets”. In *A Handbook of Economic Anthropology*, edited by James G. Carrier, 275-289. Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2005. [2, the abstract principle of market and the empirical embedded marketplace converge in recent research in economic anthropology. The author demonstrates this convergence with the examples of trade concentration, the supply-market-demand complex and the normative discussion of free market capitalism and its application to new places often creating alternative economic transactions]


Audretsch, David B., Boente, Werner, Tamvada, Jagannadha Pawan. „Religion and Entrepreneurship“. JENA ECONOMIC RESEARCH PAPERS No. 2007 – 075 (Juni 2007), www.jenecon.de. [2, Jena University and Max-Planck-Institute of Economics Jena (ed.). Abstract: This paper examines the influence of religion on the decision for people to become an entrepreneur. Based on a large-scale data set of nearly ninety thousand workers in India, this paper finds that religion shapes the entrepreneurial decision. In particular, some religions, such as Islam and Christianity, are found to be conducive to entrepreneurship, while others, such as Hinduism, inhibit entrepreneurship. In addition, the caste system is found to influence the propensity to become an entrepreneur. Individuals belonging to a backward caste exhibit a lower propensity to become an entrepreneur. Thus, the empirical evidence suggests that both religion and the tradition of the caste system influence entrepreneurship, suggesting a link between religion and economic behavior.]


Auffarth, Christoph. *Irdische Wege und himmlischer Lohn. Kreuzzug, Jerusalem und Fegefeuer in religionswissenschaftlicher Perspektive* (Veröffentlichung des Max-Planck-Instituts für Geschichte 144.) Göttingen: Max-Planck-Institut, 2002. [2, the chapter "The Church as credit cooperative of salvation" (ger. “Die Kirche als Kreditgenossenschaft des Heils”) thematizes the *thesaurus ecclesiae* of the medieval church. For the religious economy of the Middle Ages see Henning 1988, Tremp 1990, Le Goff, Schmidtchen/Mayer, Ekelund, Ekelund/Herbert/Tollison, Hull, Gladigow 2008]


B


Secular consumption might be a trigger for religious commodification and larger production ranges insofar the purpose for use varies greatly: halal food may be purchased for reasons of animal protection, health sustainment or lots of other reasons. Religious consumption is also gendered as other secular sectors of consumption. An overall result is that females buy most of the religious goods what fits with their still conservative household role of purchasers. Also significant nonconsumption of religious goods might correlate with a religiously motivated anti-consumerism. Religious capital also influences the religious consumption behavior. The stark finke capital thesis states the aim of conservation of religious capital. This means that Christian-theme products are more often consumed by Christians whereas with the current data the contrary can not yet be said for secular products and a connection with secular consumer.


Becker, Gary S. “A Theory of the Allocation of Time.” *Economic Journal* 75.299(1965): 493-517. [4.2, the economic approach of household allocations was basic for the expansion of analysis to family, friendship, matrimony. In economics of religion this approach open a way to quantify religious activities of households by the amount or costs of time and money spend for them]


Becker, Gary. “Investment in Human Capital: A Theoretical Analysis.” *Journal of Political Economy* LXX(1962): 9 - 49. [4.2, first publication of the Chicagoan economist, where he introduces the concept of human capital that has been highly influential for Azzi/Ehrenbergs article on “Household allocation of time and church attendance” (1975) and lannaccones work on religious capital]


Berger, Peter L. “A Market Model for the Analysis of Ecumenicity.” *Social Research* 30.1 (1963): 77-93. [4.2, German: Ein Marktmodell zur Analyse ökumenischer Prozesse, *Internationales Jahrbuch für Religionssoziologie* 1 (1965) 235-249. A classic example of the application of the market model to American protestant denominationalism, its competition, monopoly formation, and the development of a certain specialized type of actor for the interdenominational dialogue. This article was written twelve years before Azzi/Ehrenberg’s article on the economic analysos of households and their budgets for religious activities!]


Berghoff, Hartmut (ed.). *Marketinggeschichte. Die Genese einer modernen Sozialtechnik*. Frankfurt/Main and New York: Campus Verlag, 2007. [2, 4.5; history of economics in the context of cultural history, see also Berghoff/Vogel 2004]


Blau, Judith R., Kenneth C. Land and Kent Redding. “The Expansion of Religious Affiliation: An Explanation of the Growth of Church Membership in the United States 1860-1930.” Social Science Research 21(1992): 329-352. [4, against the neoliberal sociological explanation of pluralisation through competition the authors explain a growing religious participation by the utility of social capital. Even a monopolist may be attractive if he delivers a social capital that provides with power and influence]


Bourdieu, Pierre and Monique de Saint Martin. “La sainte famille. L'épiscopat français dans le champ du pouvoir.” Actes RSS 44/45 (1982) (Special Issue 'Eternelle Église?') 2-53, 110-111. (dt. Übers. eines Auszugs: "Ein Wort zur Ökonomie der Kirche" in: Gegenfeuer. Wortmeldungen im Dienste des Widerstands gegen die neo-liberale Invasion, Konstanz 1998, 198-200. [4.5, the article is based on a vast empirical survey on the French catholic episcopate and clergy of 1972 in comparison with 1932, 1952 and the new appointments from 1972-1980. This survey was supplemented by a research in the episcopal offices in order to compare them better with other occupational groups. For Bourdieu who worked intensely on class reproduction and inequality the clergy is an interesting field of examination in so far this field might show a specific field logic due to the recruitment of staff from families, a specific way of formation etc. one of his results ist he intermediary positioning of the episcopate in the religious power field between the absolute monopoly of power by the church administration and the spiritual power of theologians and layperson. The episcopate aims at a consistent image in self-representation, because it has to represent the unity of the church. Not withstanding the episcopate is surely heterogeneous by competition. Furthermore it is divided in two groups relative to recruiting mechanisms: the laybrothers (‘oblats’) are priests that come from modest and mostly rural houses and accessed early in life church educational system and committed their lifes as a whole to the church. Their capital is but sincerity and honesty. The other group of heirs come form wealthy backgrounds and profane educations before entering in church service. Like this they keep a somehow independence form the institution. Their amount declines over the time of the survey. A massive change in the image of the priest stems from diversification processes in the labour market: the worker priest movement was especially attractive among the heirs. This conversion of values distanced the aristocratic habitus of the heir from the manager of an ecclesiastic leadership position and approached him to a down-to-earth pastoral care. This phenomenon opened a room for the lay brothers to move to higher positions. By this Bourdieu and his team find a historically contingent logic in the field that intersects the reproduction of classes. Bourdieu distinguishes an objectified church (materializing in buildings, social technologies, paraphernalia etc.) and the incorporated habitués of the laypeople he calls the ‘holy family’. ]


Branahl, Matthias and Winfried Fuest. *Kirchensteuer in der Diskussion* (Beiträge zur Wirtschafts- und Sozialpolitik 224.) Cologne: Verlag, 1995. [1, 3]


Brinitzer, Ron. *Religion. Eine institutionenökonomische Analyse*. Würzburg: Ergon, 2003. [4.4, Dissertation by an economist; the first, and in 2012 the only monograph in German from the perspective of the theory of institutions. Apart from the substantialist concept of religion that is apparently borrowed from Gestalt psychology, following Eckhart Schlicht, this is a comprehensive and recommendable account of supply and demand, which determine the organization of the book. The nearest study from the sociological perspective of the theory of institutions is Hero, Mark, *Die neuen Formen des religiösen Lebens. Eine institutionentheoretische Analyse neuer Religiosität, Würzburg: Ergon 2010]*


Hall, 1995. [2, 4.1. On the North-American organization Amway as a capitalist restorationist movement; the direct sales corporation is labeled “quasi-religious” because it promises the reintegration of work, family and politics through the creation of family-businesses that interlink with bigger social networks; origins in the history of religion are the positive thinking, gospel prosperity and harmonial philosophy]


Burger, Maya. “What is the Price of Salvation? The Exchange of Salvation Goods between India and West.” *Social Compass* 53.1 (2006): 81–95. Reprinted in: Jörg Stolz. *Salvation Goods and Religious Markets*. Bern (u.a.): Peter Lang, 2008. [2. The Swiss scholar of religion, Burger, applying the economic heuristics to yoga, counts as benefits of this approach: ‘...the differentiation of yoga’s international and local markets: yoga as an export market - teachers travelling to take yoga abroad, students travelling to search for yoga in India; yoga as a trademark - tradition as a criteria of authority; yoga and religious affiliation; yoga and its salvation goods - well-being, salvation, transformation, books, diplomas; and yoga and its customer profiles - Indian and Western.’ (p. 91) At the same time, Burger criticizes that the Weberian economic approach via goods (salvation goods) does not fit the ‘highly complex situation of encounter’ with ‘mixed world views’ and ‘culturally bound interpretations’ and that the market logic is not a sufficient tool for cultural contexts.]


Bush, Evelyn. “Measuring Religion in Global Civil Society.” *Social Forces* 85.4(2007): 1645-1665. [4.5; As a sociologist of religion, Bush analyses religious mobilization in global civil society. She criticizes world system theory and the modernist paradigm insofar as they are connected to unquestioned secularization theses. She opposes the selection bias of empirical social research that favours organizations in the cosmopolitan elite stratum of the world polity and neglects the lower level of religious mobilization. When religion is not seen as distinct from other social fields, populist religious movements and public religion in education, health care and NGOs can come into focus. They are religious in motivation and use bureaucratized and standardized secular ways to achieve political participation. Using the example of human right movements, she demonstrates that there is an even higher percentage of religious oriented organizations than there was some decades earlier.]


Carrier, James G. “The Gift in Theory and Practice in Melanesia: A Note on the Centrality of Gift Exchange.” *Ethnology* 31.2 (1992): 185-94. [2, the gift economy is a common model for indigene exchange economies. This article is about the question whether there was gift exchange in Melanesia in 1979]


Carrier, James G.(eds.) *A Handbook of Economic Anthropology*. Cheltenham (UK) and Northampton (MA, USA): Edward Elgar, 2005. [2, on key concepts and issues as gender, religion, circulation, development, value, ethics, environment, ethnicity, gift economy, exchange, barter, markets etc., on elements as property, labour, industrial
work, money finance, distribution, and consumption, and concludes with a chapter that overviews regions. A very helpful and in-depth orientation in the vast field of economic anthropology literature that is aware of theoretical challenges and often also introduces exemplary to classical fieldwork.


Chapra, Umer M. *Islam and the Economic Challenge* (Islamic Economic Series 17). Leicester: The Islamic Foundation, 1992. [2, 3, Riyadh, online:


Chesnut, Andrew R. *Competitive Spirits: Latin America’s New Religious Economy*. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007. [2, 4.2. On the new pluralised religious economies in South America, their spiritual production and market forces. Mass appeal and pneumacentrism are Chesnut’s criteria for choosing religious firms. It is therefore a book on the winners of mass success, like Christian pentecostal and Catholic- charismatic groups, and African diasporan religions such as Candomblé and Haitian Vodou]


Christoffersen, Lisbet. „From previous intertwinement to a future split in governance structures in cultural and religious use of buildings: on Danish funding of religious heritage.“ In: Fornerod, Anne (ed.). Funding Religious Heritage. Farnham: Ashgate 2015.


Clark, Andrew and Orsolya Lelkes (2005): “Deliver us from evil: Religion as insurance.” Papers on Economics of Religion, PER 06 / 03.


Comaroff, Jean and John L. Comaroff. Ethnicity Inc. Chicago und London: University of Chicago Press, 2009. [2, on ethnic populations remaking themselves in the image of the corporation, on commodification and regimes of consumption, on self-branding of ethnic and religious groups in a neoliberalist frame, e.g. world religions as intellectual property, yoga postures (asanas) with copyright, ethno-business]


Cranmer, Frank. „Living hand-to-mouth: regulating and funding religious heritage in the United Kingdom.” In: Fornerod, Anne (ed.). Funding Religious Heritage. Farnham: Ashgate 2015. [4.1]


Daiber, Karl-Friedrich “Finanzierung von Religionsgemeinschaften.” In Religion unter den Bedingungen der Moderne. Die Situation in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, 70-76. Marburg: Verlag, 1995. [1, 4.1]


economic anthropology]


Davenport, John S. German Church and City Talers, 1600-1700. Galesburg, Ill, 1967.


de Neve, Geert; Luetchford, Peter; Pratt, Jeffrey: *Introduction: Revealing the hidden hands of global market exchange*. In De Neve, Geert; Luetchford, Peter; Pratt, Jeffrey, Wood, Donald C (eds.): *Hidden hands in the market: ethnographies of fair trade, ethical consumption and corporate social responsibility* (Research in Economic Anthropology Vol. 28) Bingley: Emerald 2008. [2]


Deacy, Christopher and Elisabeth Arweck (eds.). *Exploring Religion and the Sacred in a Media Age*. Hampshire: Ashgate 2009.


deChant, Dell. *The Sacred Santa: Religious Dimensions of Consumer Culture.* Cleveland, OH: The Pilgrim Press, 2002. [2, 4, on popular consumer culture and the branding of religion in the US. deChant sees in consumerism a “contemporary version of ancient cosmological religiosity” (xiii) and outlines its myths, rituals, and the liturgical calendar of major shopping days. The cosmological or this-worldly element of this spirituality is archaic insofar it permeates every aspect of daily life with sacred meaning. With the example of capitalist holiday feasts like Christmas he reconstructs the change of a fourth century Christian Saints Day (St. Nicholas) to the “god of consumerism” Santa Claus. deChant sees in Jesus and Santa Claus two competing models of religion.


Demerath III, Jay N. et al., eds. *Sacred Companies. Organizational Aspects of Religion and Religious Aspects of Organizations.* New York, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998. [4.4, Results from a multidisciplinary group of scholars at the Yale Programm on non-profit organizations with special reference to religious institutions. Through the impact of DiMaggio and Powell new institutionalist questions are applied to religious organizations such as issues concerning cultural versus structural organizational vectors, top-down versus bottom-up organizational dynamics, isomorphism versus isolated organizational processes, closed or open organizational forms etc. General Introductions to institutional aspects of religious organizations are followed by works on the US-american religious organizational field and the interface with secular organizations, et al: ; Hall, Peter Dobkin; Schmitt, Terry; Williams Rhys H. ]


[4.4, an overview of approaches in organization theory during the last decades and opening a list of organizational scenarios common but not limited to religious organizations: nontangible goals and means, primacy of culture, antiorganizational ideologies, constraints of historicity, dependence of the leaders on the led, taken-for-grantedness, local-national dissonance within organizational hierarchies, boundary constraints and community labeling, cultural power as a political weapon. They argue for transdisciplinary work with study of religion insofar religion is seen as a facet in virtually all phenomena]


Donham, Donald L. “On Being Modern in a Capitalist World.” In Critically Modern. Alternatives, Alterities, Anthropologies, edited by Bruce Knauff, 241-257. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2002. [2, on the connection between being modern and capitalism, and the role of religious organisations; discursive understanding of ‘modern’ as a place of power claims and a specific historicity (i.e. a future that is open to rational processing); two examples from history are given: the Ethiopian revolution of 1974 and the role of emergent Marxism and foregoing protestant millennialism which already broke with ‘tradition’, the counter concept of modern; and the example of South Africa with a critical discussion of Jean and John Comaroff’s book Of Revelation and Revolution vol. I: 1997, vol. II: 2001]


E


Ehrenberg, Ronald G. “Household Allocation of Time and Religiosity: Replication and Extension.” *Journal of Political Economy* 85 (1977): 415-423. [4.2, one of the earliest US classics of rational choice in the economics of religion; the family budget is analysed with a focus on levels of spending on religious activities, in correlation with with time spent on them]


Einstein, Mara. *Brands of Faith, Marketing Religion in a Commercial Age*. London and New York: Routledge, 2008. [4.1, Einstein applies market research to the positioning of religious groups, their branding and mass production and distribution of their products. These products are featured by identity and authority constructions. The context of this development is a popular consumer culture, that altered the consumers subjectivity. In analogue to brands she introduces the concept of “faith brands” (according to Atkin, D., 2004, *The culting of brands. When costumers become true believers*). This is developed at examples from history of religion as Mel Gibson’s Film *The passion of Christ*, Joel Osteen’s Lakewood Church, the protestant evangelical church courses “40 Day of Purpose”, the new televangelists and the new Kabbalah
movement ("marketing designer spirituality"). The passion of Christ is an example of an exorbitant financial success part of which is promotion: the strategies range from a famous spokesperson, the build-in audience and the potentially controversial theme religion that was initiated by the producers as controversial even before the film release. She does not problematize the supply side explanation of religious markets from rational choice theory. Religious demand and secular demand are distinguished by a substantivist definition of religion as relation to transcendence and interiorisation. According to this a religious demand is said to be one that is motivated intrinsically (pp. 20, 77, 83). Beside this she stresses similarities of brand fans and religious believers. The similarity concerns the form of socialization, the attitude of believing in religious values or brands, and ritual elements (the greeting of Harley Davidson-bikers.)


Erlei, Mathias et al. *Neue Institutionenökonomik*. Stuttgart: Schäffer-Poeschel, 1999. [4.4, very reader-friendly and learn-friendly textbook of economics with a historical outline of theory development, including theories from older forms of institutionalism, and chapters on all key concepts, such as transaction costs, principal-agent and political economy; mathematical passages can be skipped without any problem.]


Esposito, Elena. *The Future of Money in Financing and Society*, Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing, 2011 [2, orig. Italian, Ger. *Die Zukunft der Futures: Die Zeit des Geldes in Finanzwelt und Gesellschaft*, Heidelberg: Auer 2011. On contemporary financial market transactions where money marks future utility. Seeks to explain the prime market crisis 2008. A finance market does not sell goods or services but the administration of future time in form of risk management and the posibility to to take a decision at some point in the future (securitzations, derivates, swaps etc.). whereas for long times risk was avoided it is now transformed into an object that can be bought and sold and seeked for as financial product.]


F

Faccarello, Gilbert and Philippe Steiner. „Political economy and religion in early 19th Century France.” In: *History of Political Economy* 40, Annual supplement (2008) 26-61. [2, „Abstract: There was in early 19th century France a widespread revival of religious sentiment, following the turmoil of the Revolution and the intellectual onslaught upon religion so central to the French Enlightenment. Simultaneously, political economy became more prominent among publicists and political élites. These two developments influenced those who sought to further a modern society and who in their different ways expressed a new approach known as "industrialisme". These writers put forward several versions of the links that should exist in industrial society between political economy and religion. We first note that a truly a-religious political economy based on self-interested behaviour and utilitarianism, such as the one presented in J.-B. Say's writings, gained acceptance for most people interested in the "new" science. This point of departure is important not only because Say's thought became a major reference for the different conceptions of "industrialisme", but also because it provided a utilitarian evaluation of religious institutions and feelings. Next,
we notice that some other conceptions of "industrialisme" can be found in the leading members of two distinct schools of thought: the Groupe de Coppet, with Germaine de Staël and Benjamin Constant; and the less homogeneous group formed by Claude-Henri Saint-Simon, the Saint-Simonians and Auguste Comte. Both approaches presumed that self-interest was incapable of unifying the social body, and placed much emphasis on religious feelings in explaining how societies could function harmoniously. We examine how Staël and Constant dealt with these issues and how, while accepting the principle of competition in economic activity, their conception of the specific nature of liberty in a modern society led them into a critique of utilitarianism and morals based on interest; and also to the idea that the harmonious functioning of the industrial society requires a morality based upon religion. We then study how "industrialisme" was modified to fit the views of modern society held by Saint-Simon, the Saint-Simonians, and Auguste Comte. Political and civil liberty was not a central matter for these writers. Instead, they rather favoured the creation of organisations capable of regulating a chaotic social order; and in this perspective new forms of religion were given a prominent place, specifically formed to suit the industrial social order and based on philanthropy or altruism. In the concluding section we briefly note that, after all such criticism, some leading liberal economists reacted in defence of political economy and developed their own conceptions of the links between economics and religion: they rejected the idea of the necessity of a new religion and insisted instead on traditional Catholic ideas. But then political economy and religion were conceived as two pillars of a conservative order following the rise of socialist ideas."


Ferrari, Alessandro. „Funding religious heritage: the Italian case.“ In: Fornerod, Anne (ed.). Funding Religious Heritage. Farnham: Ashgate, 2015. [4.1]


Finke, Roger and K.D Dougherty. “The Effects of Professional Training: The Social and


Flusty, Steven. *De-Coca-Colonization: Making the Globe from the Inside Out.* London: Taylor & Francis, 2004. [2, examines local situations of globalization processes and denies the homogenization and americanization ('coca-colonization') of culture. Flusty is part of the “Los Angeles School of Urban Theory”. The geographer employs a variety of methods from media theory, literary and social sciences. The everyday culture of Los Angeles is his exemplary megacity.]


Fornerod, Anne (ed.). *Funding Religious Heritage.* Farnham: Ashgate 2015. [2, 4.1]


Frégosi, Franck. „Issue of the funding of worship in Islam - worship, imams and mosques, as viewed through texts and practice.“ in *Public Funding of Religions in Europe*, edited by Francis Messner, 273-299. Farnham: Ashgate, 2015. [4.1]

Frei, Daniel. „‘With both feet in the air’: prosperity gospel in African migrant churches in Switzerland.“ in *Pastures of Plenty: Tracing Religio-Scapes of Prosperity Gospel in Africa and Beyond*, edited by Andreas Heuser. Studies in the Intercultural History of


Fröchtling, Drea. „Diasporic (dis)illusions. Between gutter and Gucci, boss and Botho: a relocation of "prosperity gospel" by Nigerian Pentecostal Christians in Soweto, South Africa.” in ' Pastures of Plenty': Tracing Religio-Scapes of Prosperity Gospel in Africa and


Fukuda, Yoco. “Louis Vuitton in Japan.” In Japanizing. The Structure of Culture and Thinking in Japan, edited by Peter Lutum. Berlin: Lit, 2006. [The history of the French suitcase maker in the context of the new mobility in the late 19th century, from protection against imitation and brand building, to the global lifestyle export hit, and an explanation of the special attractiveness of his handbags in Japan, including reflections on the “Good old Europe” style and the similarity of Louis Vuitton's monogram to Japanese family kanjis, seen for instance on kimono fabrics.]


Garcimartín, Carmen. „The Spanish system of funding religious heritage.” in Funding Religious Heritage edited by Anne Fornerod. Farnham: Ashgate 2015. [2, 4.1]


Gill, Anthony, Rendering unto Caesar: The Catholic Church and the State in Latin America, Chicago: UCP 1998. [4, political economy of Latin America, see also Andrew Chesnutt]


Gladigow, Burkhard. “Religionsökonomie, eine Subdisziplin der Religionswissenschaft.” In Lokale Religionsgeschichte, edited by Hans G. Kippenberg and Brigitte Luchesi, 253-258. Marburg: diagonal, 1995. [4, Programmatic article by this well known scholar of religion, who is the first to use the term religious economy in his title. As the aims of this subdiscipline he names the study of financing conditions and the interrelation of religious and money-economy conceptions and practices.]


Gould, Stephan J. “Cooptation through conflation: Spiritual materialism is not the same as spirituality.” Consumption, Markets and Culture 9, no. 1 (2006): 63–78. DOI: 10.1080/10253860500481262


Gray, Breda. "Catholic church civil society activism and the neoliberal governmental project


Greer, Tammy et al. “We are Religious People; We are Vengeful People.” Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion 44.1 (2005): 45–57. [4.3]


Gries, Rainer, Produkte als Medien. Kulturgeschichte der Produktkommunikation in der Bundesrepublik und der DDR. Leipzig: Leipziger Universitätsverlag, 2003. [2, cultural economics, the history of marketing as culture history]


Gurrentz, Benjamin T. and Roger Finke. "When Contact Counts: Testing Interreligious Contact on Out-group Prejudice in the Caucasus Region." Social Science Research 63 (2017), 308-323.


H


Haenni, Patrick. L’islam du marché: L’autre revolution conservatrice. Paris: Seuil, 2005. [2, analysis of the economisation of modern Islam by the Suisse political scientist Haenni. He remarks less a trend towards militancy as towards mareketing in Islamic youth culture in the Middle East, Indonesia and France. He outlines these changes that are very similar to developments in the US by new Islamic fashion labels, rap music and tele-preachers. This new emerging Islam is a globally-networked conservatism and materialistic stance more than a liberal and humanist version. It is pro-active capitalistic and market-compatible.]


Heineck, Guido. “Does Religion influence the Labor Supply of Married Women in Germany?” Journal of Socio-Economics 33.3 (2004): 307-328. [4.1, „Abstract: Using behavioral theories, this article analyzes whether religion influences married women in Germany in their decision to supply labor. Gender roles and accompanying attitudes toward the division of labor among spouses might differ across religious groups depending on the groups’ strictness. Examining data from the GSOEP, the findings suggest that denominational affiliation itself only weakly influences women’s labor participation decisions. However, women who participate regularly in religious activities are less inclined towards paid employment. Furthermore, there is evidence that the presence of a spouse with a strong belief also affects a woman’s supply of labor negatively.” DOI 10.1016/j.socec.2003.12.024]
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